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With the rise of millennial and Gen Z consumers wishing to use their clothing and 
accessories as a symbol for their eco-consciousnesses, this range pays tribute to the pop 
art/back-to-the-land movement of the 1960’s. 

Market leading grip socks company MoveActive has just released their new Modern Retro 
Collection - a 60’s inspired collection with optimism at its core. Featuring bright, retro-
inspired florals, Art Deco patterns and nods to the peace & love movement, the collection 
includes grip socks and eco reformer pilates mats featuring natural cotton and 
biodegradable tree rubber materials. With MoveActive’s efforts to become a more 
sustainable business, all items are packaged in sustainable or reusable packaging.


The Collection 

The Resort 22’ collection blends flower-centric and Art Deco patterns with functionality, 
and includes more than 18 product SKUs across fitness equipment and apparel.


Grip socks in the range include the brand’s signature Classic Low Rise, Ballet and Slide 
On styles, which feature 10 varied retro prints and colours. The socks contain 75% 
natural cotton - the highest composition on the market, making them both breathable and 
superior quality.


Five new eco reformer mat styles feature in the collection in trending prints, and feature a 
micro-fibre suede top designed for extra grip, which is fused to a biodegradable tree 
rubber. Each mat is packaged in a reusable carry pouch to fit all workout essentials.


Product Details 

Classic Low Rise Grip Socks - Winkie Black, Winkie Marle Grey, Smile Pink Marle, Peace 
Mint Green, Scallop Gold, Scallop Mustard, Scallop Navy, Daisy Floral, Retro Floral. 
AUD $21.95.


Slide On Non-Slip Grip Socks - Daisy Floral, Scallop Navy, Scallop Gold. AUD $21.95.


Ballet Non-Slip Grip Socks - Retro Floral. AUD $21.95.




Pilates Reformer Mats - Retro Floral, Pink Daisies, Bubble Gum Tie Dye, Pink Tie Dye 
Marble, Grey Tie Die Marble. AUD $79.


All products are available now for retail and wholesale purchase at https://
moveactive.com.au/collections/modern-retro.


ABOUT MOVEACTIVE 

A leading authority in the pilates and movement space for more than a decade, 
MoveActive is a pioneer for innovative design, superior quality, attention-to-detail and 
supreme functionality and has more than 3,000 stockists globally.


Born from the desire to create stylish, comfortable and functional grip socks for the 
modern pilates and yoga enthusiast, MoveActive is committed to constantly evolving and 
perfecting their design to ensure they stay ahead of trends. 
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